2018 CAPI Interns + Scholars

1. Ainslee Arthurs (Child & Youth Care) → South Africa
2. Christopher Tse (Social Work) → Malaysia
3. Nick Harrison (Political Science) → Thailand
4. Alanya Dhalla (Gender Studies, Environmental Studies) → Thailand
5. Emily Clare (Child & Youth Care) → South Africa
6. Mikaela Chia (Biology & Psychology) → India
7. Clara Harding (Anthropology) → India
8. Liam Marshall (Philosophy, Computer Science) → Japan
9. Mackenzie Martin (Anthropology) → Malaysia
10. Jacob Derksen (Anthropology) → Indonesia
11. Courtenay Jacklin (Law) → India
12. Rachel Lynch (Economics) → Zambia
13. Charlotte Whyte (Anthropology, Geography) → Malaysia
14. Kanika Varma (Anthropology) → Japan

CAPI Mothership
(Ring Road, UVic)